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ABSTRACT
Modeling users' preferences is an important element of
constructing recommender systems. In order to make statistical
preference models, collecting large amount of data regarding
users' preferences, such as ratings, through inquiries is normally
done. In particular, to make the model context-aware, users'
preference data should be collected under various contexts.
Because putting subjects of inquiries into the real contexts and
collecting answers is often difficult and/or costs much, collecting
answers in supposed contexts, i.e. contexts where the subjects
pretend or image that they are in the specific contexts, is often
conducted. Although there may be differences between the
preferences in real contexts and the preferences in supposed
contexts, the differences have not been investigated. In our
previous works, we collected users' preferences in both real and
supposed contexts and shown that the differences of the whole
rating distributions is statistically significant and not negligible.
In this work, we analyzed the nature of the differences in more
detail by comparing the rating distributions conditioned by
contexts and items. As a result we found an interesting aspect of
the differences, that is, the differences of rating distributions
depending on contexts are much larger in the supposed contexts
than in the real contexts. This result suggests that the subjects in
the supposed contexts answered to the inquiries not by imaging to
be in the contexts but by just using a simple knowledge about the
general tendency of ratings in the specific contexts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Context-awareness is an important research issue in the area
of recommender systems [1, 2, 3]. In particular, it is indispensable
for recommender systems on mobile phones which can be used in
various user contexts. We have constructed several context-aware
attribute-based recommender systems using Bayesian networks
for modeling users' preferences [7, 8] In order to construct the
statistical preference model, collecting large amount of data about
users' preference, such as ratings of items, through inquiries is
necessary. In particular, to make the model context-aware, users'
preference data should be collected under various contexts.
Because putting subjects of inquiries into real contexts and
collecting answers from them is often difficult, collecting answers
in supposed contexts, i.e. contexts where the subjects pretend or
image that they are in the specific contexts, is often conducted.
Although there may be difference between the preferences in real
contexts and in supposed contexts, the differences have not so
been investigated as far as we know.
In our previous works [9, 10], we collected users' preferences
in both real and supposed contexts and shown that the differences
of the whole distributions of preference ratings is statistically
significant and not negligible. In this work, we analyzed the
nature of the differences in more detail by comparing the rating
distributions conditioned by contexts and items. As a result we
found an interesting aspect of the differences, that is, the
differences of rating distributions depending on contexts are much
larger in the supposed contexts than in the real contexts. This
result suggests that the subjects in the supposed contexts
answered to the inquiries not by imaging to be in the contexts but
by just using a simple knowledge about the general tendency of
ratings in the specific contexts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is
about the data we analyze in this work. Section 3 describes the
result of analysis. Section 4 is for discussion, and section 5 is for
conclusion and future work.

2. DATA SET
----CARS-2010, September 26, 2010, Barcelona, Spain.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).

We designed internet questionnaire surveys in order to
collect corresponding data, that is, we asked subjects the same
question about preference both in real and supposed contexts and
collect pairs of answers [9, 10]. The target contents were food
menus provided in typical food court such as "chicken steak" or

Table 1: Example Records of Two Surveys
The 1st Survey
Real Context

Supposed Context

Me nu

Rating

Full
Full
Full

×
Normal
Hungry

Japanese Noo dle

3
3
1

Real Context

Supposed Context

Manu

Rating

Hungry
Hungry
Hungry

×
Normal
Full

Japanese Noodle

2
2
2

Japanese Noo dle
Japanese Noo dle

The 2nd Survey

Japanese Noodle
Japanese Noodle

Table 2: Example Records of Combined
Corresponding Data Set
Menu

Context

Real
Preference
(Rating)

Supposed

Real Context

Preference
(Rating)

for Supposed
Preference

Japanese
Nood le

Full

3

2

Hungry

Japanese
Nood le

Hungry

2

1

Full

Beef Steak

Full

4

3

Normal

Beef Steak

Normal

3

1

Full

Chinese
Fried Rice

Hungry

2

2

Full

Chinese
Fried Rice

Full

5

4

Hungry

expected to be large. Also the hungriness is easy to ask and is
expected to distribute randomly when asking through internet
questionnaires.
The survey was composed of two successive questionnaires.
The first one was conducted from 16th to 17th in December 2008.
The number of subjects was 746 and each subject evaluated 5
kinds of a la carte menus in 5 degree scale. The menus are
randomly selected from 20 kinds of menus such as "chicken
steak", "beef steak", "beef curry", "pasta with salted cod roe",
"Chinese noodle in spicy source", etc. We choose typical food
menus in a casual food court considering the variation of food
stuff and food type.
At the same time the subjects answered their degree of
hungriness in 3 levels (hungry, normal, full). After that, the
subjects are asked to imagine they are in hungriness conditions
different from one at that time and answered the preference for
the same five menus. The latter answers become preferences in
supposed contexts. In total, preferences for five menus in three
different contexts (degree of hungriness) are collected. Among
the three contexts, one is real and two are supposed.
Then, the second survey was conducted in other days from
22nd to 24th in December 2008. The all subjects who answered in
the first survey were imposed the same questions as the first
survey and we selected subjects who answered in different real
hungriness from the first survey. After filtering out unreliable
subjects, the number of subjects remained for analysis was 212.
By combining the results of the two surveys, we got
corresponding preference for five food menus in two different
degrees of hungriness per a subject. Hence the number of
corresponding records was 2,120. Table 1 shows examples of
answers in the two surveys, Table 2 shows examples of combined
corresponding rating data, and Figure 1 shows how we got the
corresponding data set.

3. DATA ANALYSES
Answer in Real Contexts

Answers in Supposed Contexts
Independent
Supposed Context Data

No Data Available

(S=si, U=ui, C=ci, V=vSi )
2,120 records

Corresponding
Real Context Data

Corresponding
Supposed Context Data

(S=sk , U=uk , C=c k, V=vRk)

(S=s k, U=uk , C=c k, V=vSk )

2,120 records

2,120 records

Combined Corresponding
Real and Supposed Context Data

(S=sk , U=uk , C=c k, V=vRk , V=vSk )
2,120 records

Figure 1: Acquisition of corresponding data.

"Japanese noodle" and the considered context is degree of
hungriness of the subjects.
We choose the target domain and the context attribute
because the difference of preferences depending contexts is

In our previous works [9, 10], we showed that the difference
of the whole distributions of preference ratings in the real and
supposed contexts is statistically significant. In this work, we
analyzed the differences of rating distributions conditioned by
contexts and items.
Baltrunas and Ricci proposed the idea of "items splitting" for
context-aware collaborative filtering [4, 5]. They divided rating
data for each item into several subsets according to the contexts of
the rating. Then the difference of distribution of the ratings in the
subsets is evaluated by statistical measures such as information
gain [11] and t-stet statistics [6]. If the difference between two
distributions is larger than some threshold, they split the item
depends on the contexts.
In order to clarify the detailed structure of difference
between supposed context data and real context data, we applied
their idea to our dataset and observed the differences of rating
distributions in three contexts. We measured the difference
between ratings in full and normal, normal and hungry, and full
and hungry. We employed two measures, one is the information
gain and another is the statistics for Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for
comparing two probability distributions.

The information gain is popularly used as a criterion for
splitting a set into two sets in the decision tree construction. When
a set S of observed value is divided into two sets S1 and S2, the
distribution of observed value also changes from P to P1 and P2.
Then the information gain of the splitting is defined as

H ( P) − (

w1
w
H ( P1 ) + 2 H ( P2 ))
w
w

where H(P) is the entropy of P, w1 and w2 are the number of
elements of S1 and S2 respectively, and w = w1+w2 is the number
of elements of S. In our case, we computed the information gain
for the splitting rating data in two contexts (e.g. full and normal)
into two sets according to the context. When the value of the
information gain is larger, the distributions of two datasets are
more different.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a test to determine if two
datasets differ significantly. Contrary to the t-test which assume
that the distribution of the target data is Gaussian, K-S test does
not make assumptions about distribution of the target data and is
suitable for applying to our data. When the statistics (Z-value) is
larger, the distributions of two datasets are more different.
First we measured the differences depending on contexts.
The results are shown in Table 3. The upper value in a low is the
information gain, the lower value is the Z-score of the K-S test. *
and ** mean that the difference between two datasets is
significant in 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively. Then we
computed the difference for each food menu item also. Table 4
shows the results. Each low corresponds to a food menu.

4. DISCUSSION
Table 3 clearly shows that the difference of the rating
distributions between different degrees of hungriness is much
larger in the supposed contexts than in the real contexts. We
applied Kruskal-Wallis test for the difference of 3 groups also and
confirmed that the difference is larger in the supposed contexts.
In addition, Table 4 shows that the difference depending on
the hungriness varies according to the food menu. It is naturally
expected that the difference between full condition and hungry
condition is larger than the difference between both full-normal
and normal-hungry conditions. As is shown by K-S test values in
Table 4, in the supposed contexts data, these inequality relations
are satisfied for 16 menus among 20 menus but for only 9 menus
in the real context data.
These observations mean that the differences of preference
ratings depending on the hungriness in supposed contexts
distribute simpler than in the real contexts. The preferences in the
real context behave in much more complex manner.

Table 3: The Difference between Distributions of Ratings
in Different Hungriness for the Whole Data

Real
Supposed

Full/Normal
0.023
1.756**
0.775
6.397**

Normal/Hungry
0.007
3.102**
0.050
4.692**

Full/Hungry
0.041
3.630**
0.129
8.242**

There could be several explanations of these observations.
As an example, when the subjects are requested to put themselves
in another context, they could tend to believe that the context
makes a difference even if not. In other words, the subjects may
tend to rate foods in the supposed contexts with logical inferences
using simple rules from commonsense knowledge such as "When
I am hungry I want to eat foods more than when I'm full." instead
of imaging that he is hungry.
These results suggest that the ratings acquired in supposed
contexts may have different nature from ratings in real contexts.
Researcher should take care of the differences and it may be
better to give some treatments to reduce the differences. For
example, designing questionnaire to prevent from using the
commonsense knowledge and to promote to remember the
previous specific situation is thought to be effective.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We analyzed the corresponding data of food menu
preferences acquired both in supposed contexts and real contexts,
and found that preferences in the supposed contexts distribute
much simpler than in the real contexts. These results suggest that
the ratings acquired in supposed contexts may have different
characteristics from the ratings in real contexts.
This result suggests that when asking about preference in
supposed contexts, some methods preventing subjects from
answering by using knowledge should be considered. As an
example, using more concrete or detailed description of specific
contexts may be effective to help subjects image the contexts
easier. Confirming the effectiveness of such methods should be
investigated in future. Explaining the observed differences in the
light of a behavior model of the subjects is also an important
research issue.
This work is very preliminary and the results may change
depending on the form of questionnaires, the context attributes,
and the domain of the target items/contexts. We want to execute
other questionnaires to clarify the effect of those factors and
analyze the data to find stable structures in user ratings.
We are also investigating model adaptation methods which
can combine supposed contexts data and real contexts data in
order to get more accurate preference predictions in real contexts
[9, 10]. We would like to incorporate the findings in this work
into the model adaptation procedures to get better
recommendation with less real contexts data.
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